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Application domain and challenges: 
Superconducting Electronics (SCE) technology has the potential to achieve groundbreaking performance 
evolution in the area of Communications and Signals Intelligence. Recently, major advances have consisted the 
availability of well masterized high Tc superconductive materials together with reliable and miniature cryocoolers. 
It already allowed realization of SCE functions of the size of a soda can. This has largely eased insertion of SCE 
into existing RF systems together with sizeable performance improvements. 

Today, these novel SCE components can be divided into two major classes: HTS or High-Temperature 
Superconductors to optimize the analog portion of these systems and LTS or Low-Temperature 
Superconductors for high-speed (>100GHz) digital and high density integrated circuits. Development programs 
for front-end digital systems are underway in USA, with the aim to produce unique receivers/transmitters 
(transceivers) which have the ability to digitally cover the full available spectrum and to extend the concept of 
software-defined radios by directly digitizing signals at full-bandwidth RF. 
 

Interest, differentiation and innovation promises: 
RF front ends : Sharp-skirted HTS filtering technology has demonstrated the capability to demultiplex the full 
electronic warfare band. It is extended to electronically-tuneable cryogenic filters combining HTS together with 
discretely-switched capacitor arrays. Auto-limiting HTS microwave signal limiters are particularly valuable for 
high dynamic range receivers that typically operate in harsh EM environments, such as above military platforms 
or in electronic warfare systems. 

SQIF Low-Noise Amplifiers and Antennas : Arrays of Superconducting QUantum Interference Devices 
(SQUIDs), known as SQIF (Superconducting Quantum Interference Filters), are expected to provide amplifiers 
with very low noise, a target bandwidth from DC to over 18 GHz, a large spur-free dynamic range and a power 
dissipation of microwatts level. They offer an opportunity for extremely small and extremely wideband (1 MHz - 
18 GHz) antennas for direction finding and detection of a whole new class of signals previously undetectable. 

Oscillators : Thanks to the realization of HTS based resonators (with Q factors exceeding 105-106), GHz 
reference sources can be envisaged which provide very low phase-noise local oscillators and high-frequency 
clocks with sub-picosecond jitter. 

High-speed (>100GHz) digital and high density integrated circuits. HTS digital circuits over 400 GHz have 
been demonstrated. Extremely high-speed digitizers will extend the concept of Software Defined Radio by 
directly digitizing signals over the full RF bandwidth Fast digitization techniques allow the sorting of agile signals 
based on their DOA finding. 
 

Platforms: 
These HTS based functions could be implemented in the future for diverse applications such as MilSatCom, 
New multi-function ships, Joint tactical software radio systems, Signal Intelligence and Electronic Warfare, 
Satellite Communications, Communications nodes, UAV antennas and radio frequency distribution systems. 
 

The aim of this workshop are : 

- to identify potential collaborative projects for defense applications  

- to set-up the list of the potential contributors for a supply chain of high temperature superconducting 
electronics in Europe 

 
Please send your contributions (title, speaker and 200-300 words abstract) by Friday March 29th to: 
jean-claude.mage@thalesgroup.com / daniel.dolfi@thalesgroup.com / annamaria.fiorello@selex-es.com 
 
Acceptation and final program will be notified by Friday April 19th.  

Registration to the workshop to be done by May 7th to wolfgang.scheidler@eda.europa.eu 

Related information will be provided later on. 


